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School 1irilictl,als are expressing onccrn over the erosion ( r the

ba ses of power f which they are eXlrec t.c11 to exert Ii adesbip in tho schools.

The nergence cif collcctitre ining, I nt right- cominuni ont.rol , and

other legal developnieiits raise i.Inportailt chic Lien; ling the leadership role

of 1 ncipals ;uul the 1T es ci r their supervisory power. Why, for (Ample! do

teacher in today's schools comity with the priu -ipal's requests? to 1

tent is control of schools being shot- air. t type of stal rvisory power is

most closely associat d with teacher satisfaction with the prtawli l's porfon

once? The (Answer-

effectiveness

onclary schools.

The sources of administr ators' influence and the ways in idiich those sources

affect subordinates have boon probed by researchers in several organizational

contexts. In the late 1960's Bachman and his associates' conducted conparati re studies

of the ba.. es of supervisory power in business, industry, and colleges. They ap-

proached the problem by assessing the relative importance of the bases of social

power identifie by French and Raven.2 The five bases of power hypothesized by

Trench and Raven were: legitimate power, reward power, coercive power, referent

power, and expert power. The Bachman studies sought to determine the relative

importance of each of these bases of power in terms of subordinates' perceptions.

The results of the Baciuman studies indicated that the two most important

reasons subordinates comply with the wishes of their supervisors were legitima-

iwircipals as

is hold considcrahle significonoc for the

triictional loaders in our elementary and



power ;ulc1 cx11c r t. power. The order imputt 0 or t1h,,,,c two ha!',es of power

ease!-;

vori 1 the organ' i imm1 sett in} hilt tho milked First (0 !,ccond In

tidi 1 1 liachma and his iu,soe hues, kir ,xample, expert

in first place ard legitimate wa,..-; rank -1 sec nd among salesmen hi branch

offices and semi. killed wur1ers in a ut lity any. Ainonig insuranco ago

and liberal arts college lac.tlity the ronk crido r 44rf these tw(-. r has were

reversed. Among production workers, legal- power and exirert power tied for

f .rst place-

Other studies y iolded miktr rc Its ovLiall among factlty members in

hip inal titutions, but reveal 1 specific differ ing to

the situational con kt. Cope , for example, Found that cc llei,c 1 faculty i

large public university ranked legitimate power as the most influeatial

base for department chairpersons, vhile Parsons and Platt4 found that faculty in

eight institutions gave top ranking to the chairpersons' expert power.

In their textbook on educational supervision, Sergiovanni and Star=

summarized the findings of the studies from the late 1960's and hypothesized

that similar result would be evidenced among public school teachers. They Rig--

gesteUthat legitimate power and expert power would account for most of the

principal's influence with public school teachers.

There have been some efforts to analyze the has es of power in public school

settings. The_ studies, however, provide only limited opportunities compari-

son with those conducted in other settings due to varied procedures and limited

samples. Hornstein and his associat undertook a study of the bases of power

among public school teachers, Their study was limited to primary-grade teachers in

two suburban school systems and did not provide mean ratings for the five bases of

pow Instead they only reported coa °relatioar coeff c eats between teachers rank-

ings of the bases of power and other variables, such satisfaction with the



principot perfomaitc.-e mid contr( 1 'roised hy tltt tt rcht 1.!: and p r I )a

repli 1 tccl Pa(' (7011' I r t lOtlil 1.!= 'ltCa't

'v ;Ind rcrerent pWC1 1)1 V itit'd !;t 11;1,`! MLA iiii ;t COW; intently 1)r!..11 I I Ve

itionship With teacher sutislact timNte poWe ts,h!', not pOsitiVoly trot'

str lated tin toad%

car' in a pub ndocIL 1sc I sc

by Balderson.7 Idrs ly %Val, limited to el menlnry scl ols in cane urban

school in Ca , eppurtnrrit for compar ing the,:c rind ith pre-

vious st arc also ohs i by meth lolog I mecs. The lialdersoa study,

For cxanrl?le, employed a shle-choice r tiler thol mali-o ler ail lach, yielding

Another study of 10 h

t'('Strl t.S .i n au F01.10 0 l iwtv rather than meal Expert power god

prod minant both in torus of its perceived utilizati 1 by principals as well as

its perceived association % other variables, such as sati faction with the

prin 'pal : performance.

The purposes of the present study, were tea dote--

influence of tlae bases or power which emerg

(1) if the pattern

'ous research would be

manifested in the late 1970's among broad sample of public sr ltool to roher

and (2)(2) within The overall putt discernible differences would emerge

lotion to situational subcategories such as school size, level, and

location. Thus, this study sought .to provide new insight into such questions

as:

Is the legitimate power of the principal stilt a j'nificant influence?

Do the bases of power in public schools differ from those in other

organizations?

Are there discernible differences in the bases of power in diffe

school settings?

Do teachers perceive themselves visa-vis their principals as important

controlling influences in their schools?

How are teachers' perceived levels of control and satisfaction related

to the bases of power utilized by the principals?



11/4111110i)t)Iti

Irch Sites

;1'

The pa cipating sample felt this stud ill( 1 1 683 public sd

employed in 64 scho I s in Pennsylvania and Connect i Approximately I0

cent (a - 68) of the responses weo rejected b('emlso or re=spondent error, such

as fail to follow direct ions or to furn ';11 Comp 1 et e data. The data -proclhc i

smut) , mseqt t y consisted 01 619 t eNcher-, dist ri hut NI in the foll owlrlrl. 4t1l)

gories: school in Pennsylvania schools Connecticut 36%; elementary

tetehers - S4%, secondary teachers 46",; urban community - 38%, suburban com-

munity 3(i% rural community 26';i; i 1 schools enrolling less I n 500 pupils

24%, in schools enrolling more than 5111) httt less than 1000 pupils '15%, in

schools with more than 10)0 but less tl1:.n1 1500 pupils 12% in schools with m

than 1500 pupils 19%.

The data were collected by part -time grtldt

supervision courses at two small,

ants in educational.

ivato universities -- on in northeastern

Pennsylvania and the other central Connecticut. These graduate students were

ployed in school systems 1 idoly distrilnited within t 75-mile radius of either

university. Each of the grad

selected teachers in his.

`leasures

The questionnai-re used

the Bachman instrument and

respondents were first

of power identified by Fr_

specific items 1qhich the teacher-

pr

to students collected data from 10-12 randomly

school_

collect the data for this study was modeled after

provided for the ancon ni ty of the respondents. The

ited with five items which reflected the five bases

--J1 an 1 Rayon without identifying them as such. The

asked to rank according to their importance

a



!asons fctr d01111 what- he r rre i I, I I

[Thu parenthetical labels arc added her I() c hari fy the po

tarn rOrerg4] :

r h;50 to Which enc.)

dmi re hin 1 his/her personal qualities
ry tha 1101 t hi :; /her respect and admira ti on

"I respect ht /her competence and goo(
which he/she is more experienced than

(I want. to act: .H1

power)

,II ?Otlt- till
part wer)

with

"He/she can give special help and belie i its to thou who to
with him /her." (reward power)

"Hu/she can apply pressure or -nali- those who ao not cooperate."
(coerc i ve -)

"He/she has a legit u;(to right, considering Wrs pos -it, etr, to

expect that hip; /her su .stions will be carriec
power)

11

The ranking procedure forces the respondent to di c iminato among ail bases

of power, than giving prominence to only one or two. Mbreover, it avoids

the conunon contaminating tendency of ratingat . the amount rather than the nature of

the power HOWOV this procedure does not provide maopendence for each

item, which is an advantage of a rating procedure.

Paralleling the Bachman instrument, the questionnaire also included it=ems

dealing with satisfaction and control. As a measure of overall satisfaction, the

respondents were asked to indicate agreement or disagreement ©n a five-polit

scale with the following statement:

"All things considered, how satisfied are you with tite way the
principal of your school is doing his/her Joh."

Control was measured in terms of its institutional (am_ t ot= influence over

ay the school is run) and interpersonal (amount of influence between the

principal and teacher factors. Likert-type r Alonses to the following two

items were combined as a measure of institutional control:

7
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"In general, how much say or hifluem:e do you feel the incipal has

on her your school is run?"

util general, how much say or influence do you foci the t who
group have on how your school is run?"

ponsos to tho folio ng items wetc Similarly summed lei trrive at a measw

interpersonal control:

''In general, how much say or influence c. 1 oes your pri.nc ipal lrtive with

the teachers when it comes to activities and deci s ions that affect

performance of your school?"

"Now, thinking in the other directln,how much say or infl cuene do
teachers as a group have on your principal when it comes to his/her
activities and decisions that affect the performance of your school?"

Each control item used response categories ranging from 1, "little or no influence"

to 5, "a great deal of influence." A measure of total control was derived from

summing the responses to these last four items on the clue tionnaire

RESULTS*

the bases of power are reported in Table 1. As

the

The teachers' rtr

col veils, the results for the total sample parallel the pattern

found for other tings and samples. Specifically, legitimate and expert power

emerged as paramount, followed respectively by referent, reward, and coercive

bases of power. This pattern prevailed regardless of the community type and

state setting. A negligible variation was found for school level, given a vir-

tual tie for last place between coercive and reward power for secondary school

teachers.

(PLACE TAB APPROXIMTELY HEW; 1

noticeable variations Were found for school size. Regardless of school

size, teachers ranked legitimate power as the number one reason they accede to

the wishes of the principal.. However, differences were evidenced among the other

four bases of power. Teachers in the two larger categories of schools indicated,

The authors acknowledge with appreciation the assistance of Joseph R. Little,

doctoral student in Education, in the analysis of the data reported In this Y.

8
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on the overage, that expert` r was the third

reason for complyino, 11 the'

H

than secettl must import

cipal's wishes. vfercut I Mlerg, d i 11

and place For upper-middle s i Z e schools but was inlv!cl lost fit the largest whools

where teachers gave reward power an (al unostiol ond - place rank tug,

Conzrative lkings

The rank:in is of the bases of f owe r obLa Inc( 11.111A this study are comp lred

tip those obtained by previ( s ly cited studies h hle 11.8 The public school

pined i ranch office salesmen, semi ttility workers, and one

group o of college faculty in Ring leg i -Limit° powl. as number one and export

power as number two. Insurance agents and two P,1
of college faculty rovers I

this order, ranking expert power aS number one and 1 gitilnate power as number

two_ Production workers straddled groups by

expert power in a tie for number one ing. All

g legitimate er and

consistently downgraded

coercive power by relegating this base of ae to either fourth or fifth rank,

[PLACE TAM JI API OXIMATELY itilll

Bases and Satisfaction

second part questionnaire asked the jcspondents to indica

their level of sat sfact:ion with the way the prillcil I was doing his job. The

mean satisfaction rating for the total sample, on scale of one to five, was

of other settings.9 The

teacher satisfaction scores were then correlated t those for the five bases

3.48. This result was similar to the limited repo

of power using school m

study.

The results by school si

ion scores for the 64 schools included in the

evealed a high m iti.ve relationship between teacher

satisfaction with the principal's performance and

cipol's use of referent po (r . .76) and c

er preference for the prin-

power .72). Strong negative
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col rel- ions wore olridenced between teach°

coercive (r = -.77) and rd Cr - .SS) powe

10

ction and tie nerceivecl use of

th a somewhat lesser negative

correlation vi th lett it irnate power = -.28).

As shown in Table lit, these group results for public school teachers parallel

those obtained by Badman generally for other settings and particularly (also found

in Table II) for branch offce salesmen. Satisfaction with the organizational

supervisor's performaace vas positively and, in most cases, significantly

associated with his(her use of referent and expert power. It seems appropriate
1 0to reiterate the caution. expressed by Bachman that the negative correlations

for coercive, Toward_ and legi=timate power may have been caused by the positive

correlations for referent and expert power. The ranking procedure makes it isn-

possible for all fiArebi of power to be correlated in the same direction with

any- single criterion variable..

PLACE III 1tl M.OXP-LATE LY ' I

The correlation between the satisfaction variable and the five bases of

power was also calculated on the basis of individual criterion scores in order

to facilitate cornparison with Homstein's study of teachers assigned to primary

grades in public elaineritary schools. As shown in Table IV, a similar pattern

emerged in both studies; teacher satisfaction had a significant, positive cor-

relation with ex-pert aria reEerent power and a significant, negative correlation

with reward and coercive polwer. The strength of the first two and the last one

of these four carrel aticyns iwas more pronounced in the present study, whereas

the negative correlatiQrx for Legitimate power was more marked in the Ileinstein

study. Balderson obtained sinaar findings by analyzing means rather than

correlations.

[PIACF TAT,11,E IV ,A,PPF XIN,Arfr_

14



TABLE rir

ti

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF SATISFACTION WITH SUPERIO

AND BASES P PUPR GROUP ANALYSIS

Bases of Branch Office Utility Co. Production Insurance College Public School

Power Salesmen Workers Workers. Agents Faculty Teachers

(n236) (n.20) (n.40) (11%40) (11.12)

Referent .75** .11 .57 .43* .670

Expert .69*t .30 .67** .8 if .75**

Reward 51** -.12 .27 .48 -. SOm

Legitimate . 5 .40* .04 -.52

coercive -.71** -.23 .01 -.52** -.7 *

P x.05, two-tailed

p4 01, two-tailed

(11-156)

-.77**

15
16



CORRELATION 00EFFICIEN
BASES OF POWER: I VI IVIDUAL ANALTSI

TABLE IV

OF SATISFACTION WITH SUPERIOR AND

Bases of
Power

Public School Teachers:
Primary Grades

325)

Public School Teachers:
Elementary & Secondary

(n = 619)

Referent .12* .49**

Expert .51**

Reward -.30** -.30**

Legitimate -.24** -.13

Coercive -.56**

p< .05, two-tailed
p < .01, two-tailed



Control and Satisfaction

The manner in which control ever the school is exerted Ivan also assessed

using two related but different factors: (1) institutional control, which is the

amount of influence exerted over the way the school is run, and (2) interpersonal

control, which deals with the influence patterns between the principal and the

teachers. The respective means for institutional and interpersonal control and

the correlation coefficients with teacher satisfaction are shown in Table V.

[PLACE TABLE V APPROXIMATELY

The findings in this area also approximated those of studies in other settin

The group-level analysis, for which both means and correlation coefficients are

available for comparison, reveals a similar pattern between the branch office and public

001 settings, particularly for institutional control. The major difference

is that office managers seem to have a higher average level of control than do

the principals, as perceived by their respective organizational subordinates.

Due to Bachman's omission of means, comparisons across the two school settings

are limited to correlational results.
11 In both settings, significant positive

correlations between the various types of control and teacher satisfaction were

found, with more pronounced coefficients in the present study.

DISCUS ION

the results of this study were: (1) that legitimate and expert

power were for public school teachers, like other organizational role groups and

across various situational subcategories, the preferred base for supervision;

(2) that e-xpert and referent pow-_.- were for teachers, like personnel in other

work settings, the highest correlates of satisfaction with supervisor's performance;

and (3) that the levels of institutional and interpersonal control perceived by



TABLE V

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN
CONTROL AND TEACHER SATISFACTION

Type of
Control

Institutional

Group Analysis

3ranch Office Public School
..alesmen Teachers

Individual Ari:J is

Primary Elementary &
Teachers Secondary

Supervisor 4.57 .60** 3.97 .60** .23** .32**

Subordinate 3.01 .60** 3.07 .56** .25** .40**

Total 7.58 .79** 7.04 .71** .25** .47**

Interpersonal
Supervisor 4.30 .82** 3.66 .65** .31** .39**

Subordinate 3.00 .75** 2.98 .55** .29** .42**

Total 7.30 .88** 6.64 .64** .33** .50**

*f T .01



teachers for themselves and for principals were lso si

related to satisfaction with the principal's per orman-

15

icant and directly

Mese results arc subject to the limitations inherent in correlation studies and

cannot be fully compared with those of two previous school studic,-; which utilized

data-collection and -reporting procedures that varied from the 3achntan studies.

However, the consistency of results of studies covering a perim of nore than a

decade serves to increase our confidence in the findings of this investigation.

Further, it reveals a common ground for further research to test general theories

of administration. More sophisticated techniques are needed, for example to

sort out the social-desirability element of such survey- questionnaire items.

There is a tendency to respond favorably "nice" bases of power-, as compared

to the negative connotations inherent in Bach man's statements for reward and

coercive power.

Nevertheless, this study updates and expands our insights into the five bases of

rypothesized by French and Raven as they specifically relate to the school grin-power

cipal's role in today's electentary and secondary schools. The results indicate that,

despite the changes that have occurred, the bases of pm from which principals operate

today exhibit essentially the sane pattern as prevailed in schools and other settings

in the 1960's. In addition, the results suggest answers to several pertinent questions

regarding the supervisory power of the principal and its effect on teachers.

The results speak to the concerns which principals appropriately have about

the erosion of their bases of power, and suggest approaches that could be utilized

to function effectively in an organizational setting which is experiencing a

redistribution power. The implications emerging from this study include the

following:

The erosion of the rilILIJ11:s legitimate power is more imagined than real.

The primary reason public school teach

n 0

s do what the principal requests
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or directs is their recognition and acceptance of the legitimate pol )

the office. This finding holds up regardless of the school level or size

and the community type or location.

2. The influence of als depends to a considerable deghei:..r

ills which enable them to hem

teachers achieve their goals. This conclusion is reflected in the con-

ossessi of special

sistently high ranking of expert power and its significant direct rela-

tionship to teacher satisfaction with the principal's performance. It

indicates one way in which principals can offset the erosion in

their legitimate power. The preparation, selection, inservice training,

and evaluation of school principals should be modified to enhance the

expertise base of their supervisory power.

EIILIS1E11=5 in chools are less likely to ca italize an e;se=.Lt

then those in smaller schools. Teachers in larger schools flifFered

from their colleagues in smaller schools by giving expert power a third

place ranking. Presumably, there is less opportunity or inclination for

principals in larger schools to engage in direct program and staff do-

voiopment activities with teachers, but to the extent possible this gap

would seem to be worth closing.

4. Rewards and co -don are not viewed favorably as either bases c

supervisory power or correlates of satisfactioi ith the incipa

performance. Personal (or referent) influence remains effective, but

reliance on remote authority and material reinforcement or punishment

is apparently deleterious to staff satisfaction and responsiveness.

5. Con =rol in the schools appears be perceived as a win -win

a considerable extent. Teacher satisfaction is positively correlated not

only with their own perceived levels of institutional and interpersonal

21
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control but also with their perception of the principal's levels of in-

stitutional and interpersonal control. This finding is consistent with

the observations of TannenbaL 12 and others who indicate that power in an

organization is not a fixed quantity which is shared by one group at the

expense of another. Rather, it can increase reciprocally. Principals who

interact with teachers and solicit their opinions can obtain more responsive-

ness and better morale. Thus, this research challenges some of the traditiona]

H13practices that have grown out of "the all or nothing law of power.
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